
Steering Your Skis: The Ultimate Guide to Ski
Performance Breakthrough

If you're like most skiers, you've probably hit a plateau in your skiing ability.
You can ski down the slopes without falling, but you're not really
progressing. You're not carving turns like you see the pros do, and you're
not skiing with the speed and confidence you know you're capable of.
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The good news is that there's a way to break through this plateau and take
your skiing to the next level. The secret is in learning how to steer your skis
properly.

Steering your skis is not as simple as it sounds. It requires a combination of
balance, coordination, and timing. But once you master the basics of
steering, you'll be amazed at how much your skiing improves.

In this book, you'll learn everything you need to know about steering your
skis. We'll cover the basics of balance, edging, and turning. We'll also
discuss more advanced techniques like carving, skidding, and jumping.

Whether you're a beginner skier or a seasoned pro, this book has
something for you. So grab a copy today and start steering your skis to a
whole new level of performance.

Chapter 1: The Basics of Balance

Balance is the foundation of good skiing. If you can't balance yourself on
your skis, you won't be able to control your speed or direction. There are a
few key things to keep in mind when it comes to balance:

Keep your weight centered over your skis.
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Bend your knees and keep your back straight.

Look ahead to where you want to go.

Use your poles for balance.

Once you've mastered the basics of balance, you can start to learn how to
edge your skis.

Chapter 2: Edging Your Skis

Edging your skis is the key to controlling your speed and direction. When
you edge your skis, you're essentially turning them on their sides. This
creates an edge against the snow, which allows you to grip the snow and
turn.

There are two basic types of edges: inside edges and outside edges. Inside
edges are used for turning left, while outside edges are used for turning
right. To edge your skis, simply shift your weight to the inside or outside of
your skis.

Once you've mastered the basics of edging, you can start to learn how to
turn.

Chapter 3: Turning

Turning is one of the most basic and important skills in skiing. To turn,
simply edge your skis in the direction you want to go. The sharper you
edge your skis, the tighter the turn will be. To make a wider turn, simply
edge your skis less.

There are a few different types of turns, including:



Parallel turns

Carved turns

Skidded turns

Parallel turns are the most basic type of turn. In a parallel turn, your skis
are kept parallel to each other as you turn. Carved turns are more
advanced and involve edging your skis more sharply. This creates a more
aggressive turn that is faster and more efficient. Skidded turns are the least
efficient type of turn and involve sliding your skis sideways across the
snow.

Once you've mastered the basics of turning, you can start to learn how to
carve.

Chapter 4: Carving

Carving is a more advanced skiing technique that involves edging your skis
sharply and turning on your edges. This creates a more aggressive turn
that is faster and more efficient. To carve, simply edge your skis into the
turn and keep your weight centered over your skis. As you turn, gradually
increase the pressure on your outside ski.

Carving is a great way to improve your speed and control on the slopes. It's
also a lot of fun!

Chapter 5: Skidding

Skidding is the least efficient type of turn and involves sliding your skis
sideways across the snow. However, skidding can be helpful in certain



situations, such as when you need to slow down quickly or when you're
skiing on icy conditions.

To skid, simply edge your skis less than you would for a carved turn. This
will cause your skis to slide sideways. To control your speed, use your
poles to drag in the snow.

Chapter 6: Jumping

Jumping is a great way to add some excitement to your skiing. However,
it's important to learn how to jump properly to avoid injury. Before you start
jumping, make sure you've mastered the basics of balance and turning.

To jump, simply crouch down and edge your skis into the jump. As you take
off, extend your legs and arms and keep your weight centered over your
skis. When you land, bend your knees and keep your weight centered over
your skis.

Steering your skis is a skill that takes time and practice to master. However,
with the right instruction and practice, you can learn how to steer your skis
like a pro and take your skiing to the next level. So get out there and start
practicing! Your skiing will thank you for it.

Free Download your copy of Steering Your Skis: Part Ski Performance
Breakthrough today!

Free Download Now
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